
M1.         (a)      (i)     1.      Same breed so similar alleles; 

1.  Allow different alleles have different effects 

2.      Controls/removes variable/so genes not a factor / only temperature 
affects results / rate of growth affected by genes; 
2.  Accept idea worded in such terms as inherited. 

2 

(ii)     1.      Different growth rates / gained different biomass / grew different 
amount; 
Allow “more food for growth” 
Ignore references to efficiency of conversion. 

2.      Not due to temperature / the independent variable; 
2 

(b)     (i)      Rise then fall with peak at 20 °C; 
Do not accept 0.85 as alternative to 20. 

1 

(ii)     1.      Temperature may be between 10 and 30/10 and 20/20 and 30; 
No mark for yes or no. 

2.      Intervals are 10°C/large/not small/should be smaller/should be 
intermediates; 

2 

(c)     (i)      1.      Growth rate decreasing / conversion staying same/ decreasing; 

2.      (Scientists would be) looking for high growth rate/ conversion / 
data shows unlikely to improve growth/yield; 

3.      Wastes time/resources/would not relate to farming conditions; 
3.   Ignore cruelty to pigs 

2 max 

(ii)     1.      Will lose more heat / not as much energy used to maintain body 
temperature; 
1.   Must be a comparative statement 
Accept energy as equivalent to heat in the context of this 
question 

2.      Heat resulting from respiration/more respiration; 
2.   Do not credit answers relating to energy made in respiration  

3.      More food used in respiration; 
2 max 
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(d)     In support 
Read standard deviation as standard error 

1.      Food B produces greater mass than control/greater than 100%; 

1.  Must refer to control 

But 

2.      Error bars for B mean B could be no better / not different from control; 

3.      Overlap of error bars for B and A; 

4.      A no better than/not different from B; 

4.   Neutral: “Results not significant”. Mark must compare A to B 

Experimental limitations 

5.      Experiment only ran for 10 days; 

6.      Experimental conditions /breed of pig may not be the same as on the 
farm; 

7.      No information about cost; 
4 max 

[15] 

  
 

M2.          (a)     (variation in) temperature will affect the solubility of oxygen/ rate of  
respiration / use of oxygen by cells/ diffusion/ gas exchange; 
to gain credit point made must concern oxygen 

1 

(b)     (i)      there is no difference between the partial pressure of oxygen 
in the two groups / the partial pressure of oxygen is the same 
in each group; 

1 

(ii)     results may have been due to chance; 
statistical test allows us to determine the probability of this / of the 
difference between results being significant; 
enables acceptance or rejection of null hypothesis; 
The key points here are chance and probability used in the 
correct context. 

2 max 

(c)     A; 
because partial pressure of oxygen only reduced when zinc in water /  
in Y / because when injected zinc / in X has no effect on partial pressure  
of oxygen in blood; 

2 

(d)     less oxygen transport to cells / in fish / in blood;  
anaerobic respiration; 
lactic acid produced / less carbon dioxide removed (from gills); 
more H ; 

3 max 

+
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(e)     (i)      copper; 
calculation based on comparing concentration in woodlice with that 
in leaves; 
accept any suitable method here, giving marks for the method and 
explanation. For example, calculating ratio of concentration in woodlice  
to concentration in leaves. 

2 

(ii)     not absorbed from gut / passes out in faeces/ egested / urine / 
excreted; 

1 

(iii)     woodlice eat large amount of leaves; 
copper stored/accumulates in body; 

2 

(f)      (i)      mutation; 
1 

(ii)     (as a component of) nucleic acids / DNA / RNA / nucleotides; 
phospholipids;  
ATP/ADP; 

2 max 

(iii)     arsenic-tolerant plants would not be able to take up phosphates /  
take up a little phosphate; 
since likely to involve same mechanism/same carrier/protein;  
(process of ) growth would be poorer than non-tolerant plants; 

3 
[20] 

  
 
  

M3.          (a)     (i)      (collect and) dry all above ground plant material; 
(reject collect one/ small sample/whole plants) 

in an oven at or just below 100 oC; 

weigh and repeat until constant mass; 
other precaution, e.g. cooling in desiccator; 

3 max 

(ii)     large number of sample areas / repeats; 
randomly selected; 

2 

(iii)     drying destroys plants, so different samples needed; 
large area, so difficult to get representative samples; 
difficult to measure biomass of trees; 
variability in growing conditions; 
variability of abiotic conditions in different areas of forest; 

2 max 
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(b)     (i)      1:25 
1 

(ii)     most of the plants are trees/large; 
high proportion of dead / non-photosynthesising biomass; 
herbs grow rapidly/small so large percentage increase; 
herbs have higher productivity, so ratio lower at 10 years; 

2 max 
[10] 

  
 
  

M4.          (a)     light is wrong colour/frequency/wavelength/does not strike chlorophyll 
molecule/chloroplasts/there is another limiting factor; 

(reject light is reflected/ is lost as heat and use as cancel) 
1 

(b)     energy is lost in respiration; 
(small amount is) lost as heat; 
lost to decomposers/lost in excretion/leaf fall/death and decay; 
part of oak tree not eaten/not digested; 

2 max 

(c)     each bird has several/many parasitic mites; 
but total mass/energy of mites is less than that of one bird; 

2 max 
[5] 

  
 
  

M5.          (a)     pesticide not biodegradable/broken down; 
stored in tissues/fat; 
persists in food chain/bioaccumulation/biomagnification; 
animals higher up the food chain eating larger numbers of organisms  
lower down; 

3 max 

(b)     mutation produced (allele/gene for) resistance;  
(reject mutation as a result of pesticide) 

variation within insect population / 
some insects able to survive application; 
reproduce; 
pass on alleles/genes; 

3 
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(c)     pesticide is lipid soluble; 
membranes contain lipid / phospholipid; 
OR 
pesticide fits into receptors/proteins on membrane;  
passes through carrier proteins/facilitated diffusion /active transport; 

(points must be linked) 
2 

[8] 

  
 
  

M6.          (a)     (i)      Reduced cost; 

Less feed/less land use/more growth rate with same 
amount of food; 

Allow is ‘cost effective’ 
2 

(ii)     Amount of food taken in less than expected. 
Allow ‘expected food intake is higher, 
Allow ‘food intake is lower than it should be’ 

1 

(b)     Type of food (not a mark) 

1.      May vary in protein/fat/carbohydrate/fibre/roughage/ 
vitamins/minerals; 

2.      May affect absorption/digestibility/energy value/tastiness/ 
growth/overall food intake; 

For mark point 1 allow appropriately named food compound e.g. 
cellulose, glucose 
For mark point 2 it must be clear that these factors are affected by 
the type of food. 

Temperature (not a mark) 

3.      Will affect heat loss/gain/respiration/metabolism; 

4.      (Need) to maintain/regulate body temperature; 

5.      More food/energy can be used for growth; 
Note: two maximum marks for effect of temperature. 

4 max 
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(c)     (i)      RFI does not affect methane production/ 

There is no difference in the rate of methane production for 
low and high RFI values/ 

The difference between the rates of methane production is 
due to chance/ 

No correlation/relationship/link between RFI and methane production; 
Any clear statement that there is no link between RFI and methane 
production should be credited. 

1 

(ii)     (Cattle with low RFI) produce less methane; 
Methane linked to greenhouse effect; 

2 

(d)     (i)      Sulfate without straw; 
1 

(ii)     1.       May affect yield/damages rice crop; 

2.       Substance/treatment may affect other organisms/environment; 

3.       Cost of substance/application/labour; 

4.       Method/frequency/timing of application/amount of 
substance required; 

2 max 

(iii)     Not flooded aerobic conditions/more oxygen/with flooding 
anaerobic conditions/less oxygen; 

Not flooded fewer/less active anaerobic microorganisms/respiration/ 
not flooded more/more active aerobic microorganisms/respiration; 

2 
[15] 

  
 
  

M7.          (a)     250 
1 

(b)     grebes eat many fish; 
accumulation of many doses; 
insecticide not excreted / not biodegradable / remains in fat stores; 

2 max 
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(c)     (i)      concentration which kills 50% / a certain percentage; 
1 

(ii)     alter tertiary structure of proteins; 
disrupt enzyme activity;  
detail described, e.g. non-competitive inhibition / change 
to active site; reference to nerve or brain damage, 
or kidney failure; 

3 max 
[7] 

  
 
  

M8.          (a)     faster rate of growth; 
reduced movement / lower respiratory losses; 
more sustained/plentiful food supply; 
high survival rate, e.g. due to protection from predators; 
reduced fishing effort; 

2 max 

(b)     activity of decomposers / microorganisms; 
reduced oxygen content; 
few species adapted to low oxygen conditions; 

2 max 

(c)     not all fishmeal digestible / consumed; 
used in respiration for movement / other valid use; 
synthesis of biomass inefficient / involves energy or heat loss; 

2 max 
[6] 

  
 
  

M9.          (i)      Increase in biomass time; 
1 

(ii)      Approximately 10% of energy passed (from phytoplankton to zooplankton) ; 

Energy lost as heat/in respiration/in excretory products/to decomposers; 
not urine/movement 

2 
[3] 

  
 
  

M10.          (a)     chemical controls initial surges in pest numbers / less chemicals used; 
biological gives longer term control of pests; 

(accept biological controls pests resistant to chemical); 
2 
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(b)     (i)      normal virus reduces area eaten by 40cm2

 

genetically engineered reduces by 64 cm2 

64 - 40 = 24 

         = 60% more effective 

1 mark for principle of calculation; 
60% more effective = 2 marks; 

or 

         = 1.6 times more effective 

1 mark for principle of calculation; 
1.6 times more effective = 2 marks; 

(if only difference in area eaten given, 1 mark) 
2 

(ii)     toxin kills the caterpillars faster than just the virus; 
so less time for leaves to be eaten/energy for eating; 

2 
[6] 

  
 
  

M11.          (a)     F – E – R/F – (E + R); 

Accept: F – (R + E)/F – R – E 
1 

(b)     (i)      Increase because fed concentrates/food with high nutritive 
value/food with high digestibility/food with little 
waste/because less egested; 

1 

(ii)     Decrease because movement restricted/heat loss reduced; 
Accept: less movement/less muscle contraction 
Ignore references to keeping warm 

1 

(c)     (i)      0.98 : 1/98 : 100; 
Answer must be this way round and expressed in its simplest 
terms 
Reject: 0.98 

1 

(ii)     Mammals maintain (body) temperature/have high (body) temperature; 
Accept: mammals are endotherms/warm-blooded 
Accept: converse for insects 

1 
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(d)     (Results show) positive correlation/positive correlation described; 
Reject: reference to line/curve of best fit 

Most/higher values close to line/curve shows good agreement; 

Lower values less close to line/less correlation; 
Ignore reference to anomalies 

(Generally) predicted values are higher/actual values lower; 
Reference to ‘predicted’ or ‘actual’ required 

3 max 
[8] 

  
 
  

M12.          (a)     May/June/July; 
1 

(b)     Loss of energy/heat/use of energy/loss of materials/loss of mass; 
By respiration/movement/excretion/excreta/egestion/egesta 
IGNORE ‘waste’ REJECT ‘growth’ 
Less energy/mass/matter left to sustain higher level/to be passed on 
inedible parts/Non-digestible parts; 

3 

(c)     Phytoplankton reproduce at rate ≥ rate of their consumption; 
1 

[5] 
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